
what the hell do i 
do every day?

a career presentation by
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hi everyone



my name’s alex and i’m a cartoonist who works in comics 
and animation



for comics, i’m mostly known for my webcomics but have 
recently branched out into graphic novels



for animation, i’ve made short films for festivals, really 
really short films for social media



And a whole bunch of commercial animation that i don’t 
really post online



today i’m gonna talk about



today i’m gonna talk about



today i’m gonna talk about
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Here’s a lil intro about me



I graduated from the fashion institute of technology in 2012

with a BFA in general illustration



at the time, the program was very focused on editorial and 
childrens book illustration



that wasn’t really for me but in my 
last semester, i learned through 
Tumblr that i liked making GIFs



with that, and a little 
After Effects 
knowledge, i was able 
to weasel my way into 
an internship with Bill 
Plympton, whose studio 
was a block away from 
FIT at the time



there, i was taught what a production pipeline looked like, 
how to properly composite animation and how to convey 
movement with as few frames as possible

Your Face Simpsons Couch Gag

https://youtu.be/zn9ceTjb00Y?si=vkg34eZUdvruaErL
https://youtu.be/ydxqGVqHH6c?si=VsfeSStsWQX_NZm-


meanwhile, i was social with my coworkers, made friends, 
stayed in touch, not really knowing they would be my first 
freelance contacts in a few years

has anyone here 
tried breaking onto 
the roof yet?



i started off rotoscoping, because that felt like a 
straightforward, not very intimidating way to convey 
motion. 

my first film was animating a music video with my folk punk 
band at the time.





for a few years, i made films and sold cheese



i also worked for a few farms

what if i rotoscoped these?



censored

this w
as also w

hen i rediscovered m
aking com

ics, 
som

ething i loved as a kid before it got beat out of m
e in 

college



in 2015, i had made enough GIFs and personal films to cut 
a reel and started freelancing in commercial animation

2D DEMO
REEL
2015

anyone need something 
rotoscoped?



i’ve had a couple of stints in television production



but in NYC, it’s mostly ads, so i did that.



it also pays better



a nice thing about freelancing is you’re (somewhat) in 
charge of your own schedule. if i wanted to take a month 
off of work to make a friend’s comic into a film, i had the 
freedom to.



these are some colleague’s comics that I 
animated when I wanted to diversify my 
style.

“Your Black Friend” by Ben Passmore
“The Nightmare” by Jensine Eckwall
“Cannonball” by Kenny Wroten

https://youtu.be/iHvxXImnWKw?si=CtbSk_F6YDDG7Wcu
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/180324852
https://uncivilizedbooks.com/cannonball/


in 2019, i took a full-time job at an agency called FCB, 
where i made cartoons for the FDA. they have an 
anti-smoking social media channel called The Real Cost, 
where I concepted, pitched and produced short animations 
with a small team of people.



that job taught me the importance properly formatting work 
for social media, not being too precious with one idea and 
most of all, how to get a greenlight from executives who 
don’t have a creative bone in their body.

i don’t understand of course you don’t



in 2021, i returned to freelancing, where i’m now directing 
commercials, making books and pitching shows.

Yuzu Slash!! - Client: GFuel

https://youtu.be/PSxTUHRMuGI?si=oBxU6WO2_-9MxjZp


throughout this whole 
time, however, i never 
stopped posting short 
format comics online

hear ye hear ye 
new post







so my comics started off 
pretty scrappy



i drew them infrequently 
while I worked my cheese 
jobs but I started doing it 
more often when I began 
freelancing in animation



I didn’t think of them as 
“work”. It was fun.



It was just a way to archive 
my life.



Sometimes the comic would 
be a gag I thought was 
funny.



Other times, it would just be 
a conversation I had with a 
friend.



I didn’t really have a 
schedule. I just did them 
as I pleased.



I drew them all in a bound sketchbook with micron and ink 
washes.

STEAL HIS LOOK
08 micron pen
$3

Artist & Craftsman
Bound 
Sketchbook
$12

Higgins India Ink
$5

Round Watercolor 
Brush
$10



I’d sketch it out with a really light pencil



Go over it with Micron.



And then fill a little jar lid with water



Drop some ink in there.



Do the dark washes.



Dilute it with more water.



Do the light washes.



And then rinse the brush and dump the water in a sink or the 
grass.



When I was done, I’d take a photo with my phone



Blast the contrast out of it



And then I would post it on Instagram and Twitter



Some would tank



But I didn’t really care



At the time, I was getting work as an animator and I didn’t think of 
comics as my career



So I wouldn’t be discouraged if people didn’t respond well



It felt kind of like my superpower



Most professionals would say that you should take your craft 
seriously



And I mostly agree



But in this case, my output in the beginning was very high

me



Just because I liked it

me

Im having 
fun



And I wasn’t picky about the process



If I was on a lunch 
break, I’d draw a 
comic and post it



If I got to a bar before my 
friend got there, I’d draw a 
comic and post it



I’d have a big Notes file on 
my phone that grew to have 
hundreds of scripts I never 
used



So if I had time to kill and no 
ideas, I would just pull a 
script from there.



Relieving myself of the parts of the process I didn’t like allowed 
me to just enjoy the act of posting



This led to me staying in the minds of other artists, producers and 
ADs I would meet



Or meeting other artists whose work I liked online



Through this, I was given opportunities to make comics for 
web-publishers like VICE and Buzzfeed



Or make promotional comics 
for studios like Cartuna.



I was asked to animate some of these comics for one of Comedy 
Central’s Facebook pages.

https://www.alexkrokus.com/comedy-central-saturday-morning-breakfast-cereal


None of these paid great. But it was something.



And it put my work in front of larger audiences than before.



And even at this time, I didn’t think of comics as my craft.



It was kind of just a calling card that I could use to remind people 
that I was an animator



It allowed me to stay in 
people’s minds for the next 
time I would either post my 
animation reel looking for 
work or promote a new film I 
made.



Speaking of that, let’s talk about animation now.





My process for making animation is a little bit more regimented.



Let’s look at a short animation I made a couple of years ago.

https://youtu.be/uV5sYqt2D30?si=VNJXp-gdX_VNHBq0


I wanted to get better at 
character writing so I 
pulled from a comic 
about a guy who I talked 
to on the subway once.



Let’s roll it:

https://youtu.be/uV5sYqt2D30?si=VNJXp-gdX_VNHBq0


So for this film, I worked with a few people.



My buddy James Deangelis provided the voice.



John Fio scored it.



And my friend and roommate at the time, Siah Files designed the 
backgrounds.



I also hired an assistant to help me with animation with funds that 
I saved from working at that ad agency. (This film was fully made 
while I worked full-time)



Granted it was during the 
height of the pandemic but 
still. You can get a lot done 
while still having a day job.



Anyway, my writing stage was exactly the same as my comics.



I wrote it in my Notes app 
while on the subway.



I gave James my phone and he read it while John recorded him.



For the storyboards, they were very rough. These wouldn’t fly if I 
was working with a larger team or I was asking for funding.



But when you make things with your friends, you can cut corners 
and do what works for you guys.



For Background inspo, I handed Siah a folder of environments 
and backgrounds that had the vibe I was looking for.



Even though, the 
group was small, 
it’s important to 
keep track of 
what’s been 
finished so I made 
a production 
spreadsheet that 
we could all use.



It was Animated in Adobe Animate.



Backgrounds were made in Adobe Photoshop and Clip Studio 
Paint.



And everything was composited in Adobe After Effects.



This has been my process with every animation I make, whether 
it be a commission, a short film, or anything else.







So I didn’t really have a plan for Anthony DiPelicano but the whole 
team had a good time and wanted to do more.



So I shopped it around. I made some connections through 
working in animation and pitching things in the past.



I made a deck talking about the show.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/udbgkfwnwzogf4g/ILIVELIKETHIS_PitchDeck_V03.pdf?dl=0


And although the short was beloved by everyone I pitched it to, I 
got kind of the same input all across the board:

It’s very hard to 
sell anthologies



The guys at Comedy Central, the people who hired me to animate 
my comics in the past, really liked the pitch and what I was trying 
to do with it



And they put me in touch with my first agent.



And for those that don’t know, an agent is someone in an industry 
who has a lot of connections, resources and the ability to put your 
work in front of the right people.



Agents are also well-versed in how to present ideas to studio 
executives and mine was a big help in teaching me how to format 
my work.



For those of you who are interested in one day making a TV 
show, these are the things you need to have in your Pitch Deck:



1. Eye-catching Artwork!

- You don’t need a lot
- Just a cover, character designs and 

some styleframes
- Everything else is icing on the cake



2. Brief Descriptions

- Clear descriptions of your 
characters

- 4-5 sentences tops
- This is an opportunity to show off 

your creative voice and tone in as 
few sentences as possible

- “_____ is like if _____ had the 
writing of _____”

- “‘tuca & bertie’ is like if broad city 
looked like bojack horseman”



3. Standout Characters

- Characters that can prove 
entertaining to the audience

- Characters that can ALSO 
represent the networks’ “brand



4. Set the Stage

- Describe what makes the world 
special and unique, yet familiar

- Are there certain rules in the world 
that affect your characters?

- Remember to keep this brief



5. Sample Episodes

- Quick loglines for 4-5 different 
types of stories that could take 
place in your show

- Alternately, include a season arc if 
there is an overarching narrative



6. Your contact info

- Duh



Looking back, my earliest pitches were hella overworked. I 
didn’t need this much artwork.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Sftpq4Mq0sew4VdmAYsgYAotavazKM8r/view?usp=drive_link


Although, I think it helped me understand the world. So it wasn’t a 
waste.



But I should have been focused more on story.



Pitching for adult animation is much more centered on writing 
than beautiful art.



But we know this. Look at 
how ugly this looks.



Anyway, I’ve pitched a lot more stuff since then.



And have also been hired to help develop other people’s pitches.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1mtylRkFj3nHBy9EH7GsN4VYKOnr-4942vApHcTmJIU4/edit?usp=sharing


And I don’t think I would have had these opportunities if I didn’t 
develop my voice by making a lot of personal work.





we will be going over the structure of a graphic novel 
proposal that one would COLD EMAIL to publishers, 
agents and editors



but this structure can be apply to most unsolicited pitches



including film/tv pitches



the ideal graphic novel proposal is composed of 4 parts
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The structure
of the email



1. the cover letter



the cover letter is a small piece introducing who you are as 
a comics person, your previous work/accomplishments 
and the pitch



this is like the pinned tweet



this is what you’re all about



selling yourself as a young artist who is still in school and 
experimenting and trying things out can be intimidating



(but don’t worry. it gets easier)



2. the pitch



the pitch is the PDF proposal of your graphic novel



the pitch is 
broken down 
into:
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the pitch is 
broken down 
into:

1. The Logline

2. About

3. Audience

4. Genre

5. Length/Style

6. Comparisons



the logline is the most 
succinct explanation of 
your GN.



It’s the same as in film/tv. it’s 
your entire story distilled into 
2-3 sentences

the logline is the most 
succinct explanation of 
your GN.



when pitching anything, it helps to workshop and repeat 
the logline to yourself and your friends (who don’t find you 
annoying)



the About is the full version of your GN. its plot, its themes, 
its ideas. everything must be planned out



you are not selling characters or a world like in television. 
you are selling a story



do not aim for intrigue or mystery. give spoilers



look at the wikis of well-known movies and books to give 
you an idea



The Audience is your intended audience for your graphic 
novel



The Audience is your intended audience for your graphic 
novel

- All-ages, YA, Adult, etc etc



The Audience is your intended audience for your graphic 
novel

- All-ages, YA, Adult, etc etc
- If you’re targeting a specific niche, include that (Ex: Librarians, Families, 

Pet-owners)



The Genre is where it would be categorized in a library or 
bookstore



The Genre is where it would be categorized in a library or 
bookstore

- Historical? Memoir? Self-help?



Length refers to the size of your GN. 



Length refers to the size of your GN. 

Page-length may not cross your mind at first, but length affects production 
cost/pricing and that is very important info for a publisher

It affects how marketable your story is



Style is the hard details.



Style is the hard details.

Is it black and white? Is it full color?



Length/style are important to calculate your advance and 
the budget required to print the book



Comparisons are titles for books that are similar to the GN 
you’re proposing.



Comparisons are titles for books that are similar to the GN 
you’re proposing.
It can be fiction, non-fiction, comics, film, TV or anything that helps sell your idea 
better



3. The sample



the sample is about 15-30 pages worth of comics that 
preview the voice, artwork and potential of the GN



the sample is about 15-30 pages worth of comics that 
preview the voice, artwork and potential of the GN

- proposals have been sold without the sample, but including it is highly 
recommended



needs of publishers vary, but a lot are looking for a 
completed first chapter, a drafted second chapter and a 
written outline for the entire book



4. Structure of the email



The structure of the email is mostly about formatting



If you’re cold emailing an agent, editor or publisher, check 
their submission guidelines!



so many artists get this part wrong



and the consequence for it is the recipient doesn’t look at 
your work



because you’re telling the person



that you don’t read



you can’t follow instructions



and you don’t respect the person who set these guidelines



Read the guidelines. It’s a life lesson that applies to 
everything outside of comics, as well



So keep that in mind



It should be said that publishing is an industry where it’s 
even more crucial to have an agent.



Luckily for me, I was approached by a publisher who 
wanted me to make original work for them.



So it was easier for me to find representation because an artist 
with an interested publisher is practically free money for them.



I didn’t wind up working with the publisher, but my agent did find 
me a much better one that offered a much better book deal.



Let’s take a look at the 
proposal for my book.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1tsx8FBcITkbcB1GDRyuaebvKCCZcSMbUu1oc3hy7jBY/edit?usp=sharing


For this book, I cleaned up my style (and process) a lot more.



I introduced color because publishers like that.



And I started doing my sketches digitally, printing them out and 
then inking with a litebox.



I also use this process for my Instagram comics now.



It definitely takes me longer than it used to and I have to make 
them all in my studio now.



But it’s good to challenge yourself after you feel like you’ve 
plateaued with a style.



And the fact that all the inkwash comics got collected into their 
own book makes it feel like a different chapter of my art.



For writing, I made an overall story outline and spreadsheet 
for what happens in every 2-page vignette in the book.



And then started writing 
out the script (in a very 
similar fashion to my 
webcomics).



I’m working on this now until my deadline in the spring.



And then I’ll lay down for a long time.









Aww what’s the matter, Billy?







Haha, well that sounds 
like a great way to spend 
your next 5-10 years…



But what if I told you 
there was another way to 
work on your show, 
develop your voice AND 
find an audience for the 
work you want to make?





Haha don’t worry, Billy



I’m talking about starting 
a webcomic!





Only if you’re a 
perfectionist!



But what webcomic artists get in return for 
endangering their sanity is:













&





In short, you are 
directing, writing and 
showrunning your own 
series!



And you can start today!



For free!





Hey slow down there, Billy!



There are a couple things to keep in mind when 
you’re starting a new webcomic







This is the most important thing. Readers need to 
know when they can expect an update. It keeps 
them excited and engaged!





This is the second most important thing! Posting 
weekly is better than posting monthly, but if you can 
only manage the latter, stick to that! Consistency 
comes first!





Keep things 
manageable so you 
can stick to your 
schedule and not burn 
out



Keep things 
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You may be frustrated 
by how long things take 
in the beginning



Keep things 
manageable so you 
can stick to your 
schedule and not burn 
out

You may be frustrated 
by how long things take 
in the beginning

But it gets 
easier!









but always be kind and patient with yourself <33











And remember: you don’t 
have to be a full-time 
comic artist to run a 
successful webcomic!



















No problem, Billy! That’s what your tuition is for!





So pretty much everything I make is formatted for the Internet.



And every post I make is formatted for where it’s going to live on 
the Internet.



I kinda wound up making comics in a 4 panel grid because not 
only did it look good on Instagram, it’s also guaranteed to look 
good everywhere else.



I didn’t post Anthony DiPelicano on Tiktok because it wouldn’t 
look good on it.

boo boo

boooo

boooo

boo

boo



I don’t submit my 16:9 animations to film festivals because it 
wouldn’t look good on the screen.

boo boo

boooo

boooo

boo

boo



These are all things that got hammered in my head working for ad 
agencies who needed their work exported in every single format 
for Facebook Newsfeed, Snapchat Ads, Instagram Grids and 
whatever else.



It’s useful knowledge and can also be applied to posting comics, 
art or anything.



If you draw a comic on a big sheet of paper and then post it to 
Instagram, you need to make sure that your text is legible.



Or else no one will want to read it.



If you post an animation on Tiktok that starts with a blank white 
screen...



People are just gonna scroll right by it.



Consider how people are going to see your work.



I know there are only 3 websites left and it feels like a huge 
inconvenience to have to think about how the presentation of your 
work is going to affect eNgAgEmEnT on these platforms



But it’s kind of always been like this?



The job of book cover designers for the last 100 years has been 
founded on making them look good on a bookstore shelf.



People are more likely to read the entirety of your zine if you lay 
out your pages so they fit an 8.5” x 5.5” space.



And you’re maybe more likely to be engaged by a television show 
if it cold-opens on a crazy action sequence.



Yeah, everyone is overstimulated and it’s harder than ever to 
compete for people’s attention



But all I’m saying is that there is a difference between



Drawing for yourself in the comfort of your sketchbook, where 
there are no wrong answers



And sharing your drawing with other people in a way that it’ll get 
noticed.



For example,



I do live readings of my comics occasionally.



Over the past year, Instagram has really been pushing artists to 
make video content.



So I thought why not record my live readings



Chop it up



And post the good ones?



So I organized a West Coast book tour, recorded the whole thing



And now I’m sitting on a stack of Reels that I can post while this 
book is taking up a lot of my time.



They do well.

https://www.tiktok.com/@alexkrokus/video/7262746058055339306?is_from_webapp=1&sender_device=pc&web_id=6928527076434380293


Why do I bring this up?



Because when you post online, you should consider the format 
that your audience will be viewing it in.



Maybe that means getting 
the dimensions right.



Maybe that means playing to 
the preferences of the 
algorithm.



All this is to say you should always consider the stage that you do 
your little dance on.





Yknow, you don’t have to do this alone.



I owe a lot to my peers at the beginning of my career.



has anyone here 
tried breaking onto 
the roof yet?

The friends I made at my internship were my first contacts when I 
started freelancing.



They got me my first jobs.



A lot of my comics work is based on the time I spend with my 
friends and family.



And the events I read for 
wouldn’t be possible without 
the comics community 
making it a fun experience.



What I’m trying to say is do your best to put yourself out there.



Whether it be online or in person.



A lot of us can be pretty introverted but there are great rewards 
for the people who



go to conventions, whether you’re tabling or not



Organize events



And even just comment on posts



If you invest in your community, you can do anything



From making films together



To organizing a book tour



to making a weird bohemian 
talk show for you and your 
friends





It needs to be said that having a big following on social media
Is not important



And it won’t make you money



It will increase your reach so you can promote something that can 
make you money



But sadly, you can’t just post for work.



Here are some resources for those interested in learning 
more about the animation and comic industries I glossed 
over today:



Comic Lab with Brad Guigar and 
Dave Kellet

A weekly podcast that’s half 
shop-talk and half how-to! There 
are some great resources in this 
podcast. Even if the artists’ 
personal styles aren’t your thing 
and you can’t stand two old guys 
cracking jokes together, give it a 
shot. Here’s a great episode 
about Webtoons.

https://comiclab.simplecast.com/
https://comiclab.simplecast.com/
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1FTzpnx90VOo0sJs10cKs8?si=d3c0d7d5d34c43a6


Creative Block with Gene Goldstein & 
Violaine Briat

Creative Block is mostly a podcast that 
interviews artists in the Kids Animation 
Industry but there are a few insightful 
episodes that profile webcomic artists.

https://www.youtube.com/@CreativeBlock
https://www.youtube.com/@CreativeBlock


Here are a few! Click the image for a link.

https://youtu.be/Vqj57oP2kYM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lUTcFNqQCpE
https://youtu.be/i4xBeLoD8lg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPExxoBzGog
https://youtu.be/dgwdBHVD4_4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oXK2mM0mnp0
https://youtu.be/oDd7hbdkdJI
https://youtu.be/y2ZwrP4r6qs


Tongue & Pencil with Chris P.

Chris P. records himself drinking and 
drawing with other friends in the 
animation industry at his animation 
studio, Titmouse.

https://www.youtube.com/@tonguepencil239


And that’s the show.



Art is hard work but you need to always remember why you 
choose to wake up every morning and continue drawing:



Art is hard work but you need to always remember why you 
choose to wake up every morning and continue drawing:



Follow me at @alexkrokus on Instagram, Tiktok and 
Twitter

https://www.instagram.com/alexkrokus/
https://www.tiktok.com/@alexkrokus
https://twitter.com/alexkrokus


thank you


